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QUESTION 1

DRAG DROP 

You create tables by using the following Transact-SQL statements: 

Each customer may have multiple addresses but only one is the primary address. 

You must plan a solution that meets the following requirements: 

Return both customers and address information. 

Return only the primary address of the customer. 

Allow updates of all customer information and address details with the exception of the identity columns and the IsActive
column. 

Which three actions should you perform is sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Step 1: 

SQL Server Views WITH CHECK OPTION. Views can be created in SQL Server WITH CHECK OPTION. WITH
CHECK OPTION will make sure that all INSERT and UPDATE statements executed against the view meet the
restrictions in the 

WHERE clause, and that the modified data in the view remains visible after INSERT and UPDATE statements. 

Step 2-3: 

INSTEAD OF triggers can be created on a view to make a view updatable. 

References: 

http://zarez.net/?p=3002 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/statements/create-view-transact-sql?view=sql-server-2017 

 

QUESTION 2
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You use Microsoft SQL Server Profile to evaluate a query named Query1. The Profiler report indicates the following
issues: 

At each level of the query plan, a low total number of rows are processed. 

The query uses many operations. This results in a high overall cost for the query. 

You need to identify the information that will be useful for the optimizer. 

What should you do? 

A. Start a SQL Server Profiler trace for the event class Auto Stats in the Performance event category. 

B. Create one Extended Events session with the sqlserver.missing_column_statistics event added. 

C. Start a SQL Server Profiler trace for the event class Soft Warnings in the Errors and Warnings event category. 

D. Create one Extended Events session with the sqlserver.missing_join_predicate event added. 

Correct Answer: D 

The Missing Join Predicate event class indicates that a query is being executed that has no join predicate. This could
result in a long-running query. 

 

QUESTION 3

You have a nonpartitioned table that has a single dimension. The table is named dim.Products.Projections. 

The table is queried frequently by several line-of-business applications. The data is updated frequently throughout the
day by two processes. 

Users report that when they query data from dim.Products.Projections, the responses are slower than expected. The
issue occurs when a large number of rows are being updated. 

You need to prevent the updates from slowing down the queries. 

What should you do? 

A. Use the NOLOCK option. 

B. Execute the DBCC UPDATEUSAGE statement. 

C. Use the max worker threads option. 

D. Use a table-valued parameter. 

E. Set SET ALLOW_SNAPSHOT_ISOLATION to ON. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

The NOLOCK hint allows SQL to read data from tables by ignoring any locks and therefore not being blocked by other
processes. This can improve query performance, but also introduces the possibility of dirty reads. 
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References: https://www.mssqltips.com/sqlservertip/2470/understanding-the-sql-server-nolock-hint/ 

 

QUESTION 4

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same or similar answer choices. An Answer choice may
be correct for more than one question in the series. Each question independent of the other questions in this series. 

Information and details provided in a question apply only to that question. 

You are a database developer for a company. The company has a server that has multiple physical disks. The disks are
not part of a RAID array. The server hosts three Microsoft SQL Server instances. There are many SQL jobs that run 

during off-peak hours. 

You must monitor and optimize the SQL Server to maximize throughput, response time, and overall SQL performance. 

You need to identify previous situations where a modification has prevented queries from selecting data in tables. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a sys.dm_os_waiting_tasks query. 

B. Create a sys.dm_exec_sessions query. 

C. Create a Performance Monitor Data Collector Set. 

D. Create a sys.dm_os_memory_objects query. 

E. Create a sp_configure `max server memory\\' query. 

F. Create a SQL Profiler trace. 

G. Create a sys.dm_os_wait_stats query. 

H. Create an Extended Event. 

Correct Answer: G 

sys.dm_os_wait_stats returns information about all the waits encountered by threads that executed. You can use this
aggregated view to diagnose performance issues with SQL Server and also with specific queries and batches. 

 

QUESTION 5

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some questions sets might have more than one 

correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You have a database that is 130 GB and contains 500 million rows of data. 
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Granular transactions and mass batch data imports change the database frequently throughout the day. Microsoft SQL
Server Reporting Services (SSRS) uses the database to generate various reports by using several filters. 

You discover that some reports time out before they complete. 

You need to reduce the likelihood that the reports will time out. 

Solution: You create a file group for the indexes and a file group for the data files. You store the files for each file group
on separate disks. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

Consider creating two additional File Groups: Tables and Indexes. It is best not to put your stuff in PRIMARY as that is
where SQL SERVER stores all of its data and meta-data about your objects. You create your Table and Clustered Index
(as that is the data for the table) on [Tables] and all Non-Clustered indexes on [Indexes]. 
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